
 BODY PART 

 8 Back  2 Ears 

 9 Nipples  3 Legs 

 10 Neck  4 Lips 

  5 Thighs 

  6 Chest 

 7 Shoulders 

Rolling doubles gives the  

option to add a 3rd player! 

12 Crotch 

11 Belly 

 ACTION 

 8 Rub  2 Nibble 

 9 Stroke  3 Blow 

 10 Tease  4 Lick 

  5 Suck 

  6 Massage 

 7 Kiss 

12 Fondle 

11 Touch 

Rolling doubles gives the  

option to add a body part! 
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Rules of the Game 

This game is a simple and all you need is a standard pair of six sided dice and some sexy friends.  

1. Print out the Action and Body Part cards so you can reference them during game play.   

(Tip: We print them on nice glossy brochure paper, cut them out, and laminate them) 

2. A player is chosen to start and he or she rolls both dice.  Add up the numbers of both dice and identify 

the action that corresponds to that number on the Action card.  If doubles are rolled, the player can 

pick two people to play this round with (see step 3). 

3. Player one (the person that just rolled) picks another player to play this round with.  The selected  

partner then rolls both dice.  Add up the numbers of both dice and identify the body part that  

corresponds to that number on the Body Part card.  If doubles are rolled, the partner has the option to 

pick and include a second body part from the list! 

4. Player one now performs the specified task on his or her selected partner based on the Action and 

Body Part numbers that were rolled.  The allotted time to perform the task is up to group discretion. 

5. When the task is complete and the time is up, rotate the next turn clockwise and continue the game as 

long as you desire. 
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